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ABSTRACT

Despite the amount of effort software engineers have been putting into developing fault prediction models, software fault prediction still poses great challenges. This research using machine learning and statistical techniques has been ongoing for 15 years, and yet we still have not had a breakthrough. Unfortunately, none of these prediction models have achieved widespread applicability in the software industry due to a lack of software tools to automate this prediction process. Historical project data, including software faults and a robust software fault prediction tool, can enable quality managers to focus on fault-prone modules. Thus, they can improve the testing process. We developed an Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool for Java programs to simplify the fault prediction process. We also integrated a machine learning algorithm called Naive Bayes into the plug-in because of its proven high-performance for this problem. This article presents a practical view to software fault prediction problem, and it shows how we managed to combine software metrics with software fault data to apply Naive Bayes technique inside an open source platform.

1. Introduction

Over the last 15 years software fault prediction models have received a lot of attention from software engineering researchers and machine learning experts. However, a robust fault prediction model alone is not enough in today’s competitive software industry. There is a great need for software tools that make it easier for software quality professionals or project managers to predict faults before they occur. Building and application of a fault prediction model within a software company is time-consuming, detailed, meticulous work and mostly commercial projects do not have enough resources to realize this activity (Ostrand & Weyuker, 2006).

On the other hand, the benefits of this Quality Assurance (QA) activity are impressive. By using such models, one can identify the refactoring candidate modules, improve the software testing process, select the best design from design alternatives with class level metrics, and reach a dependable software system (Catal & Diri, 2008). Hence, a tool for simplifying the prediction process is extremely useful to projects that might not be able to allocate necessary resources for this QA activity (Ostrand & Weyuker, 2006).

Software fault prediction approaches use previous software metrics and fault data to predict the fault-prone modules for the next release of software. If an error is reported during system tests or in field, that module’s fault data is marked as 1, otherwise it is marked as 0. For the prediction modeling, software metrics are used as independent variables and fault data (1 or 0) is used as the dependent variable. Therefore, we need a version control system (VCS) such as Subversion to store source code, a change management system (CMS) such as ClearQuest to record fault data, and a tool to collect product metrics (method-level or class-level) from source code. Parameters of the prediction model are calculated using previous software metrics and fault data.

Different version control systems and change management systems may have different kinds of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and therefore, we did not aim to use a specific type of VCS or CMS during the development of our software fault prediction tool. In addition, designing a one-size-fits-all tool would not be easy as it seems. We decided to let the prediction tool to calculate the software metrics from a source code directory instead of a VCS. In addition, our prediction tool does not directly read fault data from CMS because sometimes every code change does not necessarily mean a fault. By keeping this strategy in mind, we let the user to add the fault data for each module from an Eclipse editor. Next sections will depict this easy-to-use operation with a figure. For this reason, our prediction tool is not dependent on any
Commercial-Off-The-Shell (COTS) tool. Different project groups will be able to use this tool for their projects in our institute. The only limitation now is the programming language that this tool works on. Our prediction tool can calculate software metrics (Halstead, McCabe and Chidamber–Kemerer) on only Java programs.

We modified the source code of an open source project called Lachesis (Vatkov, 2005) to develop our software fault prediction tool called RUBY. “Lachesis is a software complexity measurement program for Object-Oriented source code” (Vatkov, 2005) and it can analyze both Java source code and byte code. However, Lachesis itself is not a fault prediction tool. Because Lachesis plug-in did not provide information to the user about primitive Halstead metrics such as total operand and unique operator, we changed the source code to let the user see these metrics. Furthermore, dependency metrics (Martin, 1994) such as afferent couplings, abstractness, instability, have been removed from graphical user interface because software fault prediction studies did not take into account these metrics up to now and validation of these metrics for fault prediction have not been done yet. In addition, decision density metric calculated by dividing cyclomatic complexity metric to lines of code metric has been removed because this metric has not been validated for software fault prediction yet. Metrics calculated and shown to the user by our tool are shown in Table 1.

After software metrics are calculated, MethodLevelTrain.txt or ClassLevelTrain.txt files are created in project tree with respect to RUBY preference page settings. User should add fault-info or fault-free info for each module (class or method) by right clicking to the editor, automatically shown after metrics calculation. Therefore, we contributed two actions, Add Fault Info and Add Fault-Free Info, on metrics analysis editor. Module class labels initialized with ? character are updated after these actions are activated with 1 value for Add Fault Info action and 0 value for the other action. Users can copy this training file into a new software version and then choose Predict with Naive Bayes option by right clicking to the project. After this selection, current software metrics are calculated and stored in MethodLevelTest.txt or ClassLevelTest.txt files. Naive Bayes machine learning algorithm automatically uses train and test files with respect to preference page settings and predicts the fault-prone and faulty-free modules. After the predictions have been made, the results are shown in an Eclipse view called Result view, developed by our project group.

The architecture of this tool and its reusable parts let us add new machine learning algorithms easily. Training and test files will be used by different algorithms instead of Naive Bayes in that case and other parts of the tool will not be affected. As far as we know, this is the first study to develop an industrial level Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool using machine learning algorithms. The idea and the machine learning method behind this tool is quite influential and any software company can develop their own tool provided that they know the steps we took to develop this prediction tool.

This paper is organized as follows: the following section presents the related work. Section 3 explains Naive Bayes algorithm. Section 4 introduces our Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool. Section 5 presents the conclusions and future works.

2. Related work

Ostrand and Weyuker (2006) discussed the issues in building an automated software fault prediction tool. They had experience working with four industrial software projects and all of these projects used the same VCS and CMS which are fully integrated. Therefore, each Modification Request (MR) to the system is available and the information about each MR is a written description of the change reason. However, it is a crucial problem to determine whether a modification was made because of a fault, or for a functionality enhancement. Ostrand and Weyuker (2006) suggested customizing the MR forms to include an explicit field designating whether or not an MR represents a fault. Otherwise, one should read each MR’s natural language description to ensure that it is a software fault or not and it is a time-intensive task for a human to manually read through every MR (Ostrand & Weyuker, 2006). Furthermore, most of the previous projects may not have such a customized field in MR forms as in our case. Because of this problem we aimed to get fault data from the user manually in this version of tool.

Weyuker and Ostrand (2008) described three essential points that should be taken into account when performing research that will finally be transferred to practitioners. Three critical keywords for this kind of research are aware, relevant and usable. Practitioners should aware of what you are doing, they should believe that your research is relevant to their tasks, and they should see that your technique or tool is usable in their environment (Weyuker & Ostrand, 2008). They spoke with practitioners, presented preliminary findings to practitioners, and aimed to build a fully-automated tool requiring no expertise to use. They developed negative binomial regression models to predict the number of faults in each file of the next release.

Different types of learning algorithms such as Genetic Programming (Evett, Khoshgoftaar, Chien, & Allen, 1998), Decision Trees (Khoshgoftaar & Seliya, 2002), Neural Networks (Kanan, Uthararaj, Sankaranarayanan, & Thambidurai, 2007; Quah & Thwin, 2004; Thwin and Quah, 2003), Naive Bayes (Menzies, Greenwald, & Frank, 2007), Dempster–Shafer Networks (Guo, Cukic, & Singh, 2003), Case-based Reasoning (El Emam, Benlarbi, Goel, & Rai, 2001), Fuzzy Logic (Yuan, Khoshgoftaar, Allen, & Ganesan, 2000), Artificial Immune Systems (Catal & Diri, 2007), Support Vector Machines (Elish & Elish, 2008; Gondra, 2008), and Ant Colony Optimization (Vandecruys et al., 2008) have been used and their performance has been investigated. Fenton et al. (2007) showed how to model different software lifecycles using a Dynamic Bayesian Network and their approach allowed a Bayesian Network for software fault prediction to be customized to several platforms. Janes et al. (2006) used models such as Poisson regression and zero-inflated negative binomial regression for real-time, telecommunication systems. Tomaszewski, Hakansson, Granh, and Lundberg
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(2007) showed that statistical techniques are better than expert estimations.

Menzies et al. (2007) showed that Naive Bayes with logNums filter provides the best performance on NASA datasets for software fault prediction problem. Menzies et al. (2008) reported that 50 randomly selected modules (25 defective and 25 non-defective) yield as much information as larger datasets and the simple Naive Bayes recommended in their study (Menzies et al., 2007) again performed as well as anything else. Therefore, they suggested focusing on the information content of datasets rather than complicated machine learning algorithms. As explained by Menzies et al. (2008), very small sample of datasets provided effective fault predictors and ignoring large amount of data was not harmful.

3. Naive Bayes algorithm

Classification is a procedure that assigns a class label to a sample from a given set of samples that have labels (Zhang & Sheng, 2004). Naive Bayesian Classification (aka Simple Bayesian Classifier) is the most known and used classification method. It is not only easy to implement on various kinds of datasets, but also it is quite efficient. Let X be a data sample which has no class label. Let H be a hypothesis such that X belongs to a specified class, C. We aim to ascertain P(H|X), the probability that the hypothesis H corresponds with given the observed X. P(H|X) is the posterior probability representing our confidence in the hypothesis after X is given. The Bayesian Theorem provides a way of calculating the posterior probability P(H|X) using probability P(H), P(X) and P(X|H) (Shatovskaya, Repka, & Good, 2006). The basic relation is formulated in Eq. (1):

\[
P(H|X) = \frac{P(X|H) \cdot P(H)}{P(X)}
\]

(1)

Suppose now that there are a set of m samples S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m\} where sample S_i is represented as an n-dimensional feature vector \{X_{i1}, X_{i2}, \ldots, X_{in}\}. This is the training dataset. Values X_i correspond to attributes A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n, respectively. Also, there are k classes c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_k and every sample belongs to one of those classes. In our approach, k value is set to two since only fault-prone and non-fault-prone classes exist. Given an additional data sample X whose class is unknown, it is possible to predict the class for X using the highest conditional probability P(C_i|X), where i = 1, 2, \ldots, k.

The basic idea of Naive Bayesian Theorem is formulated in Eq. (2):

\[
P(C_i|X) = \frac{P(X|C_i) \cdot P(C_i)}{P(X)}
\]

(2)

As P(X) is the constant for all classes, only the product P(X|C_i) \cdot P(C_i) needs to be maximized. The prior probabilities of the class are calculated using Eq. (3) as given below:

\[
P(C_i) = \frac{\text{number of training samples of class } C_i}{m (m \text{ is the total number of training samples})}
\]

(3)

Using the Conditional Independence assumption between attributes, we can express:

\[
P(C_i|X) = \prod_{j=1}^{n} P(X_j|C_i)
\]

(4)

where X_i are values for attributes in the sample X

The probabilities P(X_i|C_i) can be estimated from the training dataset calculating for each attribute columns. In our study, datasets we examined have numeric values for each attribute. In this situation, Bayesian classifier uses some density functions such as normal (aka Gauss), lognormal, gamma, and Poisson distributions in order to calculate P(X_i|C_i) values. We used normal distribution and hence, we will not give details of other equations. When we assume that the data have Gauss distribution, P(X_i|C_i) is calculated with Eq. (5) as given below:

\[
P(X_i|C_i) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_i^2}} e^{-\frac{(x_i-\mu)^2}{2\sigma_i^2}}
\]

(5)

where \(-\infty < x < +\infty, -\infty < \mu < +\infty,\) and \(\sigma > 0, \mu: \text{mean}, \sigma: \text{standard deviation (calculated according to Gauss distribution)}.

4. RUBY: Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool

This section introduces our Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool using Naive Bayes machine learning algorithm. Section 4.1 explains Eclipse platform, Section 4.2 presents RUBY plug-ins and preferences, Section 4.3 presents RUBY analysis and prediction operations and Section 4 explains RUBY flow graph.

4.1. Eclipse platform

Several Free and Open Source Software (F/OSS) communities such as the Apache Software Foundation, GNU, and the Eclipse Foundation delivered high-quality software (MySQL database server, PHP, Python, Mozilla browser, NetBeans IDE, etc.) using different software development processes until now and yet, there is no agreement for a single set of methods and processes to develop free and open source software (Dueñas, Parada, Cuadrado, Santillán, & Ruiz, 2007). Even there is lack of agreement for processes, F/OSS communities mostly achieved what many companies or associations have tried for years. One of these successes is Eclipse which provides a robust and industry-level integration platform for tools. Eclipse is a vendor-neutral universal platform which can be used to integrate several software development tools and develop applications or software development tools (Clayberg & Rübel, 2004). IBM, Object Technology International (OTI), and eight companies announced Eclipse platform in November 2001 and Eclipse platform evolved during these seven years. Eclipse is not an extensible application, it is exactly a platform. Extensible applications such as Adobe Photoshop or AutoCAD have a monolithic application, and provide extensibility features such as plug-ins or add-ons to enrich the application. Because every part of extensible applications is not a plug-in, their architectures are not as flexible as platforms.

Fig. 1 shows Eclipse platform including three layers: IDE, Rich Client Platform, and Java Virtual Machine. Rich Client Platform includes (Daum, 2005):

- Platform runtime: This runtime is based on OSGi (Open Services Gateway Initiative) and OSGi technology provides Java component and service model for developing embedded software on devices (McAffee & Lemieux, 2006).
- SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit): SWT is a graphical library such as SWING and provides user interface controls such as buttons, menus, and colors (McAffee & Lemieux, 2006). Because SWT uses native widgets, the look and feel of SWT application is similar with host system. SWT uses GTK library in Linux, Motif library in AIX, and Carbon library in MacOS X.
- JFace: JFace is a user interface framework that provides classes for common user interface programming tasks. Dialog windows, wizards, and preference pages can be developed with this framework.
- Help: Help component simplifies providing help support to tools or plug-ins. Developers create several html and xml files to provide static content or context-sensitive help.
4.2. RUBY plug-ins and preferences

Our Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool includes the following plug-ins:

- **gov.mam.bte.ruby.eclipse.plugin**: This plug-in calculates the metrics and provides interaction mechanisms with the user. This is the main plug-in of our tool.
- **gov.mam.bte.ruby.thirdPartyLibraries**: This plug-in has been created from existing third party jar achieves. These jar files belong to SableCC and log4j projects. One of them is used for logging and the other one, SableCC, is used for Java lexical analysis and Java parsing operations.
- **gov.mam.bte.ruby.help**: This plug-in provides static html files to the user.

User can customize RUBY tool settings from Eclipse Preference Pages and we developed RUBY Metrics preference page for this purpose. This page includes five sub-pages:

- **RUBY Metrics**: This page determines whether metrics will be stored in a training file or not. “Create Train Files” option should be selected if there is not any train file yet. Otherwise, “do not Create Train Files” option should be selected.
- **Additional Settings**: This page represents metrics with names or abbreviations regarding to the user selection in this page.
- **Analysis Packages**: Metrics which will be used for software fault prediction can be customized from this page. Table 1 lists these metrics and Fig. 2 shows this page.
- **Class Metric Limits**: Software fault prediction models require previous fault data, but sometimes there may not be any fault data. In this situation, modules are marked with red color if any metric for that module exceeds its threshold level. Red label is propagated until package node is reached. This page customizes class metric thresholds and currently our tool uses same thresholds explained in McCabeIQ tool documentation.
• **Method Metric Limits**: This page customizes method metric thresholds and currently our tool uses same thresholds explained in Predictive tool documentation.

• **Prediction Modes**: This page determines metrics type which will be used for software fault prediction. Currently class and method level prediction modes exist in this tool.
4.3. RUBY analysis and prediction

RUBY analysis and prediction is quite straightforward from the user perspective. Right clicking on the project in Package Explorer view and selecting Analyze with RUBY lets us see metric values and Fig. 3 shows this operation.

After this step, a training file including software metrics for each module is created. Class labels are shown with ? character as explained in previous sections. User should add fault information and fault-free information into metric editor shown in Fig. 4 for each module.

Class label for each module is updated with 1 or 0 value depending on the selected action (Add Fault Info or Add Fault-Free Info). Thus, training file gets ready for the prediction phase and later, user can copy this training file from project tree into any project tree which needs fault prediction. When user selects Predict with Naive Bayes action shown in Fig. 3, a test file is created with the current software metrics and training file is used to predict the class labels of modules locating in test file. It is also possible to choose the new version modules which will be used for the prediction step. Prediction is done with Naive Bayes algorithm and results are shown in an Eclipse view called Result View developed by our developer group. Fig. 5 shows this result view.

4.4. RUBY flow graph

During the development of RUBY tool, we modified the source code of Lachesis plug-in to enrich it with fault prediction capabilities. Java grammar is built using open source SableCC library and Lachesis plug-in includes metrics extraction features. “SableCC is a parser generator which generates fully featured object-oriented frameworks for building compilers, interpreters and other text parsers” (www.sablecc.org). Generated frameworks consist of Abstract Syntax Trees and tree walkers, simplifying parsing operation. Overview of RUBY flow graph is shown in Fig. 6.

Java Lexer component in Fig. 6 converts a sequence of characters into Java tokens and Java Parser component makes a syntactic analysis with respect to a formal Java grammar by using SableCC library. Java CST/AST (Concrete/Abstract Syntax Tree) component provides the Abstract Syntax Tree that we work with. Metrics are calculated inside org.bog.lachesis.metamodel package and org.bog.lachesis.eclipse.plugin.editors package is used to interact with the user. Fault data taken from the user are written into a train file by using editor package. Naive Bayes implementation evaluates train and test files, and finally provides the result in ResultViewPart shown in Fig. 6.
5. Conclusions and future works

We developed an Eclipse-based software fault prediction tool for Java programs to simplify the fault prediction process and we also integrated a machine learning algorithm called Naive Bayes into this plug-in because of its proven high-performance for this problem. As this tool proves, machine learning algorithms can be easily used for real world applications and problems. We examined the probabilistic results of our Naive Bayes implementation and noticed that we have same results with WEKA machine learning tool's Naive Bayes implementation. This step helped us to validate our implementation. Because Naive Bayes is one of the most powerful machine learning algorithms for software fault prediction problem, we implemented and integrated it into our Eclipse based plug-in. New machine learning algorithms such as Random Forests and J48 can easily be integrated into this fault prediction plug-in. For the near future, we plan to make testers adapt to this platform and provide presentations or trainings in our research institute.
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